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The measurement of a spin- 1
2
is modeled by coupling it to an apparatus, that consists
of an Ising magnetic dot coupled to a phonon bath. Features of quantum measurements
are derived from the dynamical solution of the measurement, regarded as a process of
quantum statistical mechanics. Schro¨dinger cat terms involving both the system and the
apparatus, die out very quickly, while the registration is a process taking the apparatus
from its initially metastable state to one of its stable final states. The occurrence of Born
probabilities can be inferred at the macroscopic level, by looking at the pointer alone.
Apparent non-unitary behavior of the measurement process is explained by the arisal of
small many particle correlations, that characterize relaxation.
Keywords: apparatus, quantum measurement model, spin, registration, collapse,
Schro¨dinger cats, decoherence
1. Introduction
As any new student is taught, the result of a quantum measurement process is coded
in the collapse postulate and the Born rule. Among theorists, this formal approach
has too often led to the opinions that quantum measurements either require a special
theory, or that the measurement process itself is a piece of physics that need not be
worried about — how different is the life of an experimentalist, whose task it is to
perform the measurement!
It is our aim to discuss features of the quantum measurement process along the
lines of a rich enough, realistic, but still solvable model. Most of these points are
well known in literature, while a few other ones are put forward by the solution of
the problem. In particular, it is shown that the collapse is explained by a dynamical
approach relying only on the Schro¨dinger equation and on statistical properties
issued from the large size of the apparatus.
The most standard theory of measurements is the von Neumann-Wigner theory,
where the apparatus is described in terms of pure states.1,2 We consider that a sen-
sible approach to the problem should rely on quantum statistical physics. Following
other works in the literature ,3–14 we consider an explicit model for the measurement
apparatus.
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We shall first outline the model, and then highlight various relevant aspects of
the process. The measurement that we describe is ideal (or non-demolishing, or of
the first kind) in the sense that the sole perturbation brought to the system by the
dynamical process is von Neumann’s reduction of the state.
We keep aside all derivations and technical details, one or the other can be found
in our earlier papers on this model.14–18
2. The model and its solution
For the tested system S, we take the simplest quantum system, that is, a spin 12 .
Its initial state is represented by the 2 × 2 density matrix rˆ(0). The observable to
be measured is its third Pauli matrix sˆz with eigenvalues si equal to ±1.
The interaction of S with the apparatus A should trigger A from some initial
state Rˆ(0) into either one of two possible final states Rˆ⇑ or Rˆ⇓, associated with
s↑ = +1 or s↓ = −1, respectively. (Here ⇑ and ⇓ refer to A, while ↑ and ↓ refer to S.)
These states Rˆ⇑ and Rˆ⇓ should have no overlap, and should be distinguishable at
our scale by observation of some pointer variable. Registration in either one should
be permanent and insensitive to weak external perturbations. Symmetry between
Rˆ⇑ and Rˆ⇓ should prevent any bias.
In order to satisfy these conditions, we take for A a system that can undergo
a phase transition with broken invariance. Attempting to conciliate mathematical
tractability and realistic features, we choose A as the simplest quantum object that
displays two phases, namely a sufficiently large Ising system. Though finite, the
number of degrees of freedom will be sufficiently large so that the relaxation towards
one of the equilibrium states Rˆ⇑, Rˆ⇓ is irreversible and that the order parameter has
weak fluctuations in each possible final state. The transition of A from a metastable
state to one of its stable, macroscopic states eliminates the infamous problem of
observers (“Wigner’s friend”, “Mind-body problem”), see e.g. ,1 from the quantum
measurements process: After the measurement, the pointer variable will have a
stable value, and can be read off at any moment, or just not, without causing a
back-reaction on the already finished measurement process.
Our apparatus A = M + B simulates a magnetic dot : the magnetic degrees of
freedom M consist of N ≫ 1 spins with Pauli operators σˆ(n)a , (a = x, y, z), while
the non-magnetic degrees of freedom such as phonons behave as a thermal bath
B. Anisotropic interactions between these spins can generate Ising ferromagnetism
below the Curie temperature TC. As pointer variable we take the order parameter,
which is the magnetization in the z-direction, represented (within normalization)
by the quantum observable
mˆ =
1
N
N∑
n=1
σˆ(n)z . (1)
The initial state Rˆ (0) of A is the metastable paramagnetic state (〈mˆ〉 = 0), prepared
by first thermalizing A = M+B at a temperature T0 above TC, then suddenly cooling
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B into equilibrium at the temperature T below TC. We expect the final state of the
process to involve for A the two stable ferromagnetic states Rˆ⇑ or Rˆ⇓, with broken
invariance. The equilibrium temperature T will be imposed to M by the phonon
bath through weak coupling between the magnetic and non-magnetic degrees of
freedom. Within fluctuations small as 1/
√
N , the order parameter Eq. 1 vanishes in
Rˆ (0) and takes two opposite values in the states Rˆ⇑ and Rˆ⇓, 〈mˆ〉i equal to +mF
for i =⇑ and to −mF for i =⇓. As in real magnetic registration devices, information
will be stored by A in the form of the sign of the final magnetization.
2.1. The Hamiltonian
The full Hamiltonian can be decomposed into terms associated with the system,
with the apparatus and with their coupling:
Hˆ = HˆS + HˆA + HˆSA . (2)
In an ideal measurement the observable sˆ to be measured should not change during
the process, so that it should commute with Hˆ . The simplest self-Hamiltonian that
ensures this property is the trivial one: HˆS = 0. The coupling between the tested
system and the apparatus is a spin-spin coupling,
HˆSA = −gsˆz
N∑
n=1
σˆ(n)z = −Ngsˆzmˆ . (3)
Before the measurement and after it, g will be equal to zero.
The apparatus A consists, as indicated above, of a magnet M and a phonon bath
B, and its Hamiltonian can be decomposed into
HˆA = HˆM + HˆB + HˆMB . (4)
The magnetic part is chosen as the long-range Ising interaction,
HˆM = −1
2
JNmˆ2 . (5)
The magnet-bath interaction, needed to drive the apparatus to equilibrium, is taken
as a standard spin-boson Hamiltonian
HˆMB =
√
γ
N∑
n=1
(
σˆ(n)x Bˆ
(n)
x + σˆ
(n)
y Bˆ
(n)
y + σˆ
(n)
z Bˆ
(n)
z
)
, (6)
which couples each component a = x, y, z of each spin σˆ(n) with some hermitean
linear combination Bˆ
(n)
a of phonon operators. The dimensionless constant γ ≪ 1
characterizes the strength of the thermal coupling between M and B, which is weak.
The bath Hamiltonian HˆB is a large set of harmonic oscillators. It will be involved
in our problem only through its autocorrelation function in the equilibrium state at
temperature T = 1/β, defined by
1
ZB
trB
[
e−βHˆBBˆ(n)a (t) Bˆ
(p)
b (t
′)
]
= δn,pδa,bK (t− t′) , (7)
Bˆ(n)a (t) ≡ eiHˆBt/~Bˆ(n)a e−iHˆBt/~, (8)
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in terms of the evolution operator of B alone. We choose for our model as Fourier
transform
K˜ (ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dt e−iωtK (t) (9)
of K (t) the simplest expression having the required properties, namely
K˜ (ω) =
~
2
4
ωe−|ω|/Γ
eβ~ω − 1 , (10)
known as a quasi-Ohmic spectrum. The temperature dependence accounts for the
quantum bosonic nature of the phonons. The Debye cutoff Γ characterizes the largest
frequencies of the bath, and is assumed to be larger than all other frequencies
entering our problem.
2.2. Disappearance of Schro¨dinger cats
2.2.1. Dephasing
The full density operator Dˆ(t) of S+A is initially factorized as
Dˆ(0) = rˆ(0)⊗ Rˆ(0), (11)
with S described by
rˆ(0) =
(
r↑↑(0) r↑↓(0)
r↓↑(0) r↓↓(0)
)
, (12)
and A by Rˆ(0). Dˆ(t) evolves according to the Liouville-von Neumann equation.
We have exactly solved this equation, for values of the parameters of the model
satisfying
N ≫ 1, ~Γ≫ T ≫ γJ ≫ J
N
( g
~Γ
)2
, ~Γ≫ J > g. (13)
Over the very brief time-scale
τred =
1√
2N
~
g
, (14)
the off-diagonal blocks Πˆ↑Dˆ(t)Πˆ↓ and Πˆ↓Dˆ(t)Πˆ↑, where Πˆ↑ = |↑〉〈↑| and Πˆ↓ = |↓〉〈↓|
denote the projection operators on the subspaces s↑ = +1 and s↓ = −1, respectively,
decay to zero. This process takes place on a timescale so short that energy exchange
with the apparatus is negligible, so the bath does not play a role in it. Indeed, what
occurs is a dephasing process caused by the interaction of the tested spin with the
N spins of the apparatus. Just as in a spin-echo setup, due to the phase coherence,
the initial state could in principle be retrieved, but this should not occur if we
wish the process to be used as a quantum measurement. Recurrences might appear
on an extremely long timescale τrecur and, in principle, some mechanism is needed
to exclude them. Thus, the so-called “Schro¨dinger cat” terms, superposing up and
down projections, that have so much troubled the understanding of the quantum
measurement process, just die out in the initial stage of the process.
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2.2.2. Decoherence
The definitive nature of this process (irreversibility) is ensured by the large number
of degrees of freedom of the apparatus, which prevents recurrences to occur over
any reasonable timescale. In the model this is ensured by the bath. It starts to play
a role at a time scale
τBirrev =
[
2pi~2
Nγg2Γ2
]1/4
. (15)
We choose the parameters of the model, in particular, the coupling γ between
M and B, in such a way that
τred ≪ τirrev ≪ τrecur, (16)
that is,
N ≫ γ~
2Γ2
8pig2
≫ 4
Npi4
. (17)
These conditions are easy to satisfy for large N .
2.3. Registration of the measurement
Only the diagonal blocks Πˆ↑Dˆ(t)Πˆ↑ and Πˆ↓Dˆ(t)Πˆ↓ are then left, and it takes a much
longer time,
τreg =
~
γ(J − T ) ln
3mF(J − T )
g
, (18)
for the apparatus to register the measurement through the evolution of these diago-
nal blocks. We find that the final state of the compound system S+A is represented,
at a time tf > τreg, by von Neumann’s reduced density operator
Dˆ (tf) = r↑↑(0)|↑〉〈 ↑ | ⊗ Rˆ⇑ + r↓↓(0)|↓〉〈↓ | ⊗ Rˆ⇓ , (19)
where Rˆ⇑ and Rˆ⇓ represent the two stable ferromagnetic states of the apparatus.
The success of the measurement also requires the lifetime of the initial, unstable
paramagnetic state Rˆ(0) of A to be longer than the duration of the measurement,
a condition which is satisfied in the model.18 In earlier work,14–17 we considered a
quartic interaction instead of the quadratic interaction Eq. 5;19 since the transition
is then of first order, the lifetime of the paramagnetic state is even much longer.
The magnetization m is a macroscopic variable, which for large N behaves con-
tinuously with small statistical fluctuations ∼ 1/√N . The quantity
p(m; tf) = Tr Dˆ(tf) δ(m− mˆ) = p⇑ δ(m−mF) + p⇓ δ(m+mF), (20)
derived from Eq. 19, can only be interpreted as the probability distribution for m
at the time tf . In repeated measurements, the prefactors
p⇑ = r↑↑(0), p⇓ = r↓↓(0), (21)
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are the frequencies with which we shall observe magnetizations +mF and −mF, re-
spectively. Because of this connection, the measurement is called ideal. Born’s rule
is therefore derived through the dynamical analysis of the measurement process
instead of being posed as a postulate. Indeed, Born probabilities in the frequency
interpretation are obtained straightforwardly from Eq. 20: since this equation refers
to the pointer variable alone, which is a macroscopic variable, only the above iden-
tification can be given for its meaning. After this has been set, the same meaning
must hold for Eq. 19 and for the post-measurement state of the tested system,
rˆ(tf) = r↑↑(0)|↑〉〈 ↑ |+ r↓↓(0)|↓〉〈↓ | =
(
r↑↑(0) 0
0 r↓↓(0)
)
. (22)
This expression thus represents a distribution over an ensemble of measured spins
in the frequency interpretation, a simpler result than anticipated, see e.g. 20–22
It seems incompatible with, e.g., the Copenhagen interpretation or a many world
interpretation.
However, the expression Eq. 19 for the final state of S+A contains additional
information: it exhibits a full correlation between the apparatus and the measured
spin, and involves no Schro¨dinger cat term. The disappearance of such terms has
resulted from the exact solution of the model, and did not rely on any “collapse
postulate” or “projection”.
3. Microscopic versus macroscopic aspects of quantum
measurement
Several important features of quantum measurements are put forward by the solu-
tion of the above model.
The apparatus A should register the result in a robust and permanent way,
so that it can be read off by any observer. Such a registration, which is often
overlooked in the literature on measurements, takes place during the second stage
of the process as indicated above. It is needed for practical reasons especially since
S is a microscopic object. Moreover, its very existence allows us to disregard the
observers in quantum measurements. Once the measurement has been registered,
the result becomes objective. The literature which attributes a roˆle to the mind who
observes S is therefore irrelevant.
Registration also requires an amplification within the apparatus of a signal pro-
duced by interaction with the microscopic system S. For instance, in a bubble cham-
ber, the apparatus in its initial state involves a liquid, overheated in a metastable
phase. In spite of the weakness of the interaction between the particle to be detected
and this liquid, amplification and registration of its track can be achieved owing to
local transition towards the stable gaseous phase. This stage of the measurement
process thus requires an irreversible phenomenon. It is governed by the kinetics of
bubble formation under the influence of the particle and implies a dumping of free
energy in the surrounding liquid, the dynamics of which governs the size of the bub-
ble. Similar remarks hold for photographic plates, photomultipliers or other types
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of detectors. In our model the amplification is ensured by the interaction between
the magnet M and the phonon bath B, which allows the energy exchange and the
entropy increase needed to bring M from the state Rˆ(0) to Rˆ⇑ or Rˆ⇓.
A measurement process thus looks like a relaxation process, but with several
complications. On the one hand, the final state of A is not unique, and the dynam-
ical process can have several possible outcomes for A. The apparatus is therefore
comparable to a material which has a broken invariance, and can relax towards one
equilibrium phase or another, starting from a single metastable phase. This is why
we chose a model involving such a phase transition.
All these features, registration, amplification, existence of several possible out-
comes, thus require the apparatus to be a macroscopic object, whereas S is micro-
scopic.
4. Measurement, a process of quantum statistical mechanics
The large size of A cannot be dealt with by any other means than statistical me-
chanics. Of course, we must treat S+A as a compound quantum system. The use of
statistical mechanics compels us to regard our description of a measurement as rele-
vant to a statistical ensemble of processes, not to an individual process. In particular,
our equation Eq. 19 for the final state Dˆ (tf) defines expectation values, correlations,
possibly with small fluctuations, and this feature is imposed both by quantum me-
chanics and by statistical mechanics for A. This is why we have described the above
solution in terms of density operators, not of pure states. In particular, we saw
that the initial, metastable state of A was prepared by controlling a macroscopic
parameter, the temperature of B. It is thus represented in the quantum formalism
by a mixed state, coded in its density operator Rˆ (0). (It is impossible in an actual
experiment to make a complete quantum preparation of a large object, and the
assumption that A might lie initially in a pure state and end up in one among some
pure states corresponds to a very unrealistic thought measurement — nevertheless
this assumption is frequent in measurement theory, see e.g.1,2) Likewise, each of
the final states Rˆi, characterized by the value of the pointer variable that will be
observed, must again be described by means of a density operator Rˆi, and not by
means of pure states as in the von Neumann-Wigner approach, too often followed
in the literature. Indeed, the number of state vectors associated with a sharp value
of the macroscopic pointer variable is huge for any actual measurement: As always
for large systems, we must allow for small fluctuations, negligible in relative value,
around the mean value ±mF of mˆ.
However, the evolution of A towards one among its possible final states Rˆi
is triggered by interaction with S, in a way depending on the initial microscopic
state of S and, for an ideal measurement, the outcome should be correlated to the
final microscopic state of S, a property exhibited by the form Eq. 19 of the final
state Dˆ(tf) of S+A. Thus, contrary to theories of standard relaxation processes,
the theory of a measurement process requires a simultaneous control of microscopic
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and macroscopic variables. In order to solve the coupled equations of motion for A
and S which involve reduction and registration, we made use of a kind of coarse
graining, which is adequate for A, becoming exact in the limit of a large A, but we
had to treat the small system S exactly.
Moreover, the final state of S+A keeps memory of the initial state of S, at least
partly. The very essence of a measurement lies in this feature, whereas memory
effects are rarely considered in standard relaxation processes.
5. Irreversibility
A quantum measurement is irreversible for two reasons. On the one hand, the loss
of the off-diagonal blocks, exhibited in the expression Eq. 19 of the final density
of S+A, requires an irreversibility of the process. Even if the initial state were
pure, a final state involving only diagonal projections would be a statistical mixture
– this irreversibility is associated with the loss of specifically quantum correlations
between sˆx or sˆy and A, embedded in the off-diagonal blocks. On the other hand, the
registration by the apparatus requires an irreversible relaxation from the metastable
paramagnetic state Rˆ(0) towards the stable ferromagnetic states Rˆ⇑ or Rˆ⇓, as in
the ordinary dynamics of a phase transition.
The irreversibility of the transformation leading from Dˆ (0) to Dˆ (tf) is measured
by the entropy balance. The von Neumann entropy of the initial state is split into
contributions from S and A, respectively, as
S
[
Dˆ (0)
]
= −trDˆ (0) ln Dˆ (0) = SS [rˆ (0)] + SA
[
Rˆ (0)
]
, (23)
whereas that of the final state Eq. 19 is
S
[
Dˆ (tf)
]
= SS
[∑
i
Πˆirˆ (0) Πˆi
]
+
∑
i
piSA
[
Rˆi
]
. (24)
The increase of entropy from Eq. 23 to Eq. 24 clearly exhibits the two above-
mentioned reasons. On the one hand, when the initial density operator rˆ (0) involves
off-diagonal blocks Πˆirˆ (0) Πˆj (i 6= j), their truncation raises the entropy. On the
other hand, a robust registration requires that the possible final states Rˆi of A are
more stable than the initial state Rˆ (0), so that also their entropy is larger. The
latter effect dominates because the apparatus is large.
An apparatus is a device which allows us to gain some information on the state
of S by reading on A the outcome +mF or −mF. The price we have to pay, for being
thus able to determine the matrix elements r↑↑(0) and r↓↓(0) referring to sz = +1
and −1, are a complete loss of information about the off-diagonal elements r↑↓(0)
and r↓↑(0) of the initial state of S, and a rise in the thermodynamic entropy of the
apparatus.
The solution of our model shows that the so-called “measurement problem”, to
wit, the fact that the final state Eq. 19 does not seem to be related unitarily to
the initial state, has the same nature as the celebrated “paradox of irreversibility”
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in statistical mechanics,23 with additional quantum features. Here too, it is the
large size of the apparatus which produces destructive interferences, thus gener-
ating inaccessible recurrence times; such times behave as exponentials of the level
density, which itself is an exponential of the number of degrees of freedom. As in the
solution of the irreversibility paradox,24 we witness here a cascade of correlations
involving more and more spins of M, towards which the initial order embedded in
the off-diagonal elements of rˆ(0) escapes without any possibility of retrieval. Math-
ematically speaking, such correlations should be included in the final state, but the
expression Eq. 19 is physically exact in the sense that many-spin correlations cannot
be detected and have no observable implication.
6. Meaning of von Neumann’s reduction and of Born’s rule
The solution of our model shows that the disappearance of the off-diagonal elements
of Dˆ(t) is a real dynamical phenomenon, involving an irreversible process. Indeed, we
found the collapsed final state Eq. 19 by merely working out the unitary Liouville-
von Neumann equation, without any other extra ingredient than statistics.
It should be stressed that this disappearance concerns the overall system S+A,
and not S or A separately: von Neumann’s reduction is a property of the compound
system S+A, which arises for an ideal measurement. In fact, if we take the trace
over the system S, which means that we are no longer interested in S after the time
tf but only in the indications of the apparatus as in Eq. 20, off-diagonal blocks of
Dˆ(t), even if they were present, would drop out. Likewise, tracing over A would
yield as marginal density matrix rˆ(t) for S simply the diagonal elements of rˆ(0),
even if Eq. 19 had included off-diagonal blocks.
The elimination of the off-diagonal blocks, not only for the marginal density
matrix rˆ of S, but also from the overall density matrix Dˆ of S+A, contrasts with
what happens in usual decoherence processes (for a review on decoherence processes
see2,25). There, a weak interaction of a system with its environment, which behaves
as a thermal bath, destroys off-diagonal blocks in the density matrix of the system,
but the back reaction of this system on its environment is usually not considered.
Here, the reduction on the timescale (13) is the result of the interaction (3) of S with
the pointer M, without intervention of the bath B, and the whole properties of S+A
after this process are of interest, including the correlations 〈sˆxmˆk〉 and 〈sˆymˆk〉 for
k ≥ 1, which, after increasing initially, vanish on the reduction timescale. Because
the latter timescale is not related to the bath, it is misleading to regard reduction
as a decoherence process.
Born’s rule also involves both S and A. As exhibited in the expression Eq. 19
of the final state, it means that the outcome of the measurement, namely +mF
associated with Rˆ⇑, or −mF associated with Rˆ⇓, is fully correlated in the ideal
measurement that we consider with the final state |↑〉 or |↓〉 of S. We noted more-
over that the frequency p⇑ of the occurrence of +mF in repeated measurements,
exhibited in Eq. 20, is equal to the number r↑↑(0) = TrΠˆ↑rˆ(0). For an ideal mea-
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surement it is also equal to the element r↑↑(tf) of the marginal density operator of
S. From the macroscopic character of p⇑ (i.e. being related to the possible values
of the pointer), we can thus infer that r↑↑(0) = r↑↑(tf) can be interpreted as a
probability for the microscopic system S to lie in the +z-direction in the final state.
From p⇑ and p⇓ we also get through r↑↑(0) and r↓↓(0), related by Eq. 21, partial
probabilistic information about the state which describes initially the considered
statistical ensemble.
When a statistical ensemble of quantum systems is described by a pure state, any
sub-ensemble is described by the same pure state. On the contrary, for a mixture, we
can split the statistical ensemble into sub-ensembles described by different states,
pure or not, provided we have collected the information needed to distinguish which
sub-ensemble each system belongs to. This is precisely what happens in the final
state Eq. 19 of our ideal measurement. The outcome registered by A provides us
with the criterion required to sort the successive experiments into subsets labeled
by ↑ or ↓. The ensemble for which S + A has the density operator Eq. 19, is thus
split into sub-ensembles, in each of which S and A are decorrelated and S lies in
the eigenstate | ↑〉 or | ↓〉 of sˆz. It is because the final state of S + A is a mixture,
owing to the physical reduction, and because A relaxes towards either one of the
states Ri without Schro¨dinger cats, that we can use an ideal measurement process
as a preparation of S, initially in rˆ(0), into a new state controlled by the filtering of
the outcome of A.26
7. Relation to the pre-measurement
In the pre-measurement stage, information is transfered from the microscopic system
to the macroscopic measuring apparatus, generally followed by a process of ampli-
fication in the apparatus.27 In a Stern-Gerlach experiment the pre-measurement
stage is related to the region of space where the magnetic field is inhomogeneous
and the individual particles “decide” either to the upper or to the lower beam, see
e.g.28 for a discussion. After this, the detection by a remote detector is somewhat
trivial if only the position and not the spin is measured. Likewise, in our model,
one may look for a stage where it is determined that the tested particle ends up
with its spin either up or down. Clearly, this should happen in the dephasing pro-
cess, which takes place on the shortest timescale relevant to the measurement, the
reduction time τred. Here the single tested spin interacts with the N ≫ 1 spins of
the apparatus, while the bath is still ineffective.
To produce evidence for this connection with pre-measurement, let us decide
to stop the process after the reduction stage, but before the bath sets in, so on
a timescale τred ≪ τ ≪ τirrev. Clearly, the measurement has not been performed
since no registration has taken place. The apparatus is still in the paramagnetic
state, but small multiparticle correlations have been developed with the tested spin.
Removing the apparatus amounts to trace it out, thus neglecting these anyhow tiny
correlations. However, for the tested spin we end up with the mixture Eq. 22, and
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no recurrence will subsequently occur if the coupling with the apparatus is removed.
Comparing with the initial state Eq. 12, it is seen that the Schro¨dinger cat terms
have indeed already disappeared in this stage. This implies a physics different from
the initial state. If, after this stop of the measurement, the spin is measured again
along the z-axis with another apparatus, this will still end up as it was described
above. But if in the second measurement the spin is measured along the x-axis, the
outcome for 〈sˆx〉 will not be r↑↓(0) + r↓↑(0), but just zero, and likewise for 〈sˆy〉.
More precisely, we shall find for repeated measurements of sx or sy the values +1
or −1 with the same probability, in contrast with measurements on the initial state
Eq. 12.
8. Statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics
The very concept of a physical quantity is related in quantum mechanics to the
possibility of its measurement. Our model, aimed at understanding measurements
as a quantum dynamical process, has compelled us to work in the framework of
quantum statistical mechanics, using density operators rather than pure states.
The process that we described thus refers to a statistical ensemble of measurements
on a statistical ensemble of systems, not to a single measurement experiment.
It is often argued (“ignorance interpretation”) that a statistical mixture Dˆ, char-
acterizing only our knowledge of the system, should be interpreted as a collection
of “underlying pure states” |ϕk〉 which would have more “physical reality” than
Dˆ. Like a microstate of classical statistical mechanics, each |ϕk〉 would be associ-
ated with a particular realization of the ensemble; it would represent an individual
system, occurring in the ensemble with a relative frequency qk (“realist interpre-
tation”, for more on this, see e.g. 28). The probabilities that appear through the
pure states |ϕk〉 and through the weights qk would have two different natures, the
former, “purely quantal”, being a property of the object, and the latter resulting
from our lack of knowledge.
That this is a false idea was stressed by de Muynck.28 On the one hand, contrary
to what happens in classical statistical mechanics, the decomposition into a given
mixture Dˆ is in general not unique. For instance, it is impossible to distinguish
whether the unpolarized state of a spin 12 describes a population of spins pointing
(with the same weight) in the ±z-directions, or in the ±x-directions, or isotropically
in arbitrary directions. Thus no physical meaning can be given to pure states |ϕk〉
that would underlie Dˆ, since they cannot be defined unambiguously. On the other
hand, a pure state has no more, no less “physical reality” than a mixture, since it
is also just a mathematical tool which allows us to predict any expectation value
for a statistical ensemble of systems, and to evaluate any probability .29,30 Indeed,
the non-commutativity of the observables which represent the physical quantities in
quantum mechanics entails an irreducibly probabilistic nature of the theory. Within
our quantum approach, we therefore refrain from imagining a more “fundamental”
description which would underlie the statistical interpretation and would apply to
12 Allahverdyan, Balian and Nieuwenhuizen
individual systems. a
Anyhow, even if one wished to deal only with pure initial states, each one leading
through a unitary transformation to a pure final state, all conclusions drawn from
the form Eq. 19 of the final density operator would remain valid in a statistical sense.
We are interested only in generic experiments; very unlikely events will never be
observed, due to the huge value of the recurrence times. The situation is comparable
to that of a classical gas: individual trajectories are reversible, and some of them
may exhibit a pathological behavior. However, the consideration of the whole bunch
of possible trajectories associated with the physical situation leads to statistical
properties that agree with the more feasible theoretical analysis in the language of
statistical mechanics – here of density operators.
Note finally that the lack of off-diagonal blocks in the expression Eq. 19 of the
final state S+A allows us to use for this state a classical probabilistic description,
with classical correlations. In the first stages of the process, the density operator
Dˆ(t) presents all the singular features of quantum mechanics that arise from the
non-commutativity of the physical quantities. The dynamics of the large system
S+A modifies, as usual in statistical mechanics, the qualitative properties, letting,
for instance, irreversibility emerge from reversible microscopic equations of motion.
Moreover, here, we witness the emergence of standard probabilistic, scalar-like cor-
relations between S and A in the final state from the quantum description in which
Dˆ(t) behaves as an operator-like probability distribution describing a statistical
ensemble.
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